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Chapter 9: Object Oriented Programming (OOP) 
 

1. User-defined data types 

 
Consider the following problem: 

 
Write a C++ program which will manage the ranking of runners in a 
road-running league. Each runner's name, initial rank and club is 
entered into the computer. Race results (as time/km) are entered 
and (using a fairly complicated formula) the rank is adjusted. At 
any time a full description of a runner can be displayed. 

 
The following are some parts of the required program: 

 
#include <iostream> 

 using namespace std; 

 

void setupRunner(char* n, int& r, char* c) 

{ 

    cout << "Input name of runner: "; 

    cin >> n; 

    cout << "Rank: "; 

    cin >> r; 

    cout << "Club: "; 

    cin >> c; 

} 

 

void describeRunner(char* n, int r, char* c, float t) 

{ 

    cout << "Runner name: " << n << endl; 

    cout << "Ranked: " << r << endl; 

    cout << "Club: " << c << endl;; 

    cout << "Average time per km: " << t << endl; 

} 

 

void raceResult(char* n, float& t) 

{ 

cout << "Input time for " << n << “:”; 

cin >> t ; 

} 
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int main() 

{ 

   // declare variables 

      char runner1Name[20]; 

     char runner2Name[20]; 

  //  

  // …. Similarly other runners 

  // 

      int runner1Rank ; 

      int runner2Rank ;  

  //  

  // …. Similarly other runners 

  // 

      char runner1Club[10]; 

      char runner2Club[10];  

  //  

  // …. Similarly other runners 

  // 

      float runner1Time; 

      float runner2Time; 

 

  // define player names, initial rank and club 

      setupRunner (runner1Name, runner1Rank, runner1Club); 

      setupRunner(runner2Name, runner2Rank, runner2Club); 

 

       

  // enter results for races 

raceResult(runner1Name, runner1Time); 

      raceResult(runner2Name, runner2Time); 

 

  // display details of runner 

              

describeRunner(runner1Name,runner1Rank,runner1Club,runner1Time); 

describeRunner(runner2Name,runner2Rank, runner2Club,runner2Time); 

     

return 0; 

 

} 

 

Although this segment of the program will work, and although it is fairly well structured, we will see that 

the organisation of data is quite messy. This would be even more noticeable if more than just two runners 

were included. 

 

[Note:  Examine the above program carefully as another example of the use of C++ functions.  You will 

note that when an array of characters is passed as an argument to a function we use "char*". In the case of 

arrays of characters (i.e. strings) we use char* when passing a parameter, eg.  

 

void setupRunner(char* n, int& r, char* c); 

] 

 

 

Wouldn't it be useful if C++ had a built-in type called "Runner"? As we will see later this would greatly 

simplify the above program. 
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The feature of C++ which makes it far more powerful than many other languages is that it allows the user 

to create his/her own built-in types. This is known as Object-oriented Programming (OOP). New data types 

are created using the C++ class. Examine the following example: 

 
#include <iostream> 

 

class Runner 

{ 

  public: 

      void setupRunner( ); 

void raceResults( ); 

      void describePlayer( ); 

 

   private: 

      char name[20]; 

      int rank; 

      char club[10]; 

float time; 

 

}; 

 

void Runner::setupPlayer() 

{ 

      cout << "\nInput name: "; 

      cin >> name; 

 

      cout << "Rank: "; 

      cin >> rank ; 

 

      cout << "Club: "; 

      cin >> club; 

} 

 

void Runner::raceResult() 

{ 

cout << "Input result for " << name << “:”; 

cin >> time; 

} 

 

void Runner::describeRunner() 

{ 

     cout << "Runner name: " << name << endl; 

     cout << "Ranked: " << rank << endl; 

     cout << "Club: " << club << endl; 

     cout << "Average time per km: " << time << endl; 

 

} 

 

int main() 

{ 

     Runner runner1, runner2; 

     runner1.setupRunner(); 

     runner2.setupRunner(); 

     runner1.raceResult(); 

     runner2.raceResult(); 

     runner1.describeRunner(); 

     runner2.describeRunner(); 

     return 0; 

} 
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Begin reading the above example by studying main.  We see that two variables, or "objects", called 

"runner1" and "runner2" are declared of type "Runner".  The new C++ type Runner has three associated 

functions: setupRunner(), raceResult() and describeRunner(). The line  

 
runner1.setupRunner(); 

 

means "apply the function setupRunner() to object runner1". 

 

It is obvious that this version of main is far simpler than the first version given earlier. This simplicity is 

achieved by defining a class called Runner. Let us study the declaration of this class in more detail: 

 
class Runner 

{ 

  public: 

      void setupRunner( ); 

void raceResults( ); 

      void describeRunner( ); 

 

   private: 

      char name[20]; 

      int rank; 

      char club[10]; 

float time; 

 

}; //   note semicolon at end of class header 

 

The keyword "class" is followed by the name of the class, i.e. "Runner". We then have the body of the 

declaration in braces { ... }. Within the class body there are two groups of declarations. The first are 

preceded by the keyword  

 

"public: " 

 

and the second by the keyword 

 

"private: " 

 

These declarations can either define both variables and functions. Only the prototype (i.e. header) of the 

function is defined here. The bodies of these functions are defined later. 

 

Note: The definition of the class header is ended with a semi-colon ";" 

 

Each of the class functions are defined in detail outside of the class definition. Note that in the definition of 

the class we have to specify the class name followed by two colons "::" . For example: 

 
void Runner::setupRunner() 

{ 

// define function here 

} 
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Let us consider another example: 

 
#include <iostream> 

 

class Square 

{ 

public: 

void setSide( double a);  
double area(); 

private: 

double side; 

}; 

 

void Square::setSide(double a) 

{ 

     side = a; 

} 

 

double Square::area() 

{ 

return side*side ; 

 

}  

 

int main() 

{  

    Square s1; 

    s1.setSide(4) ; 

    cout << "area = " << s1.area() << endl; 

    return 0; 

} 

 

 

A C++  "class" combines data and functions together into a new "type".  The functions in the class are 

usually called "methods". 

 

Data and methods can either be "public" or "private".  Private data and methods can ONLY be used from 

the class’ own methods. Public data and methods can be used from anywhere in main or its functions.  We 

usually make all data private, and most methods public. 

 

 

2. Constructors and Destructors 

 

A class can have two special methods. These are very powerful and useful. The "constructor" is called 

automatically every time a class is declared. It has the same name as the class itself.  

 

The "destructor" is called automatically every time a class goes out of scope. It has the same name as the 

class itself with the character "~" prefixed.  

 

The following example shows use of these special methods: 
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#include <iostream> 

 

class Square 

{ 

public: 

       Square( double); 

       Square();     // This class has two constructors 

       ~Square( ); 

       void setSide( double); 

      double area();  

private: 

       double side; 

} ; 

 

Square::Square( double a) 

{ 

      side = a; 

} 

 

 

Square::Square() 

{ 

     side = 0; 

} 

 

Square::~Square( ) 

{ 

     cout << "Square of side " << side << " no longer exists"; 

} 

 

void Square::setSide(double a) 

{ 

     side = a; 

} 

 

double Square::area() 

{ 

       return side*side ; 

} 

 

void test(int a) 

{ 

      Square s2(a); 

      cout << "area = " << s2.area() << endl; 

} 

 

int main() 

{ 

    Square s1; 

    test( 5 ) ; 

    s1.setSide(4) ; 

    cout << "area = " << s1.area() << endl; 

    return 0; 

} 
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You will see that in the class definition there are two constructors. Let us see why this is necessary by 

examining main. The first line declares an object called "s1" of type square. Declaring an object 

automatically results in its constructor being called (if we have defined a constructor). We see that there are 

two constructors defined as: 

 
Square( double); 

       Square();   

 

The first requires an argument of type double, the second has no argument. Since the declaration: 

 
Square s1; 

 

passes no argument, the second constructor is called. 

 

The next line of main calls a function called "test". This is not a method of square. The function test begins 

with a declaration  

 
Square s2(a); 

 

Argument "a" was passed from main with a value 5.0.  The first form of constructor is called this time.  

When function test returns to main the object s2 goes out of scope. The destructor is called at this stage. 

This results in the output: 

 

Square of side 5 no longer exists. 

 

 

3. Object-oriented programming 

 

Before you write a program it is important to think carefully about how you are going to tackle the 

problem. You should always first design the program on paper. The purpose of design is to make decisions 

about how the problem is to be translated into a program. 

 

Object-oriented programming (OOP) requires that the designer identify a set of useful classes which will 

make the program simple and well structured. The example given at the beginning of this chapter shows 

that the creation of a class Runner is very useful in solving the problem of writing a running league 

program. 

 

This course has served to introduce you to the basic ideas behind C++ and OOP. In the third year course 

"Software Development II" you will develop these ideas further and learn to design and implement Object-

oriented software in C++. 

 


